
7.0 NUMERATION

Counting and calculation are predicated on the decimal system in

Masai it up to 99 after which Arabic is used. There is a strong tendency

to use Arabic for numbers greater than 19. Apart from the cardinals and

ordinals from 1 to 10 much of the information given set out below was

elicited from my informants after insisting on the • traditional /old*

system of counting and calculating (most informants were male high

school students trained to be literate and numerate in Arabic).

7.1 Both cardinals and ordinals may function syntactically either as

independent nomlnals or as qualifiers.
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Cardinals
tone pattern <L/H)H

1 tydm (without noun)
tiild (after noun) 12

t6o (31 and up)

2 mbara
mbur (in Jo mbur 'twice 1

)

3 kaan
4 as
5 tur

6 iti

7 marl
8 aya
9 adei
10 utuk

Ordinals (= cardinals + -laoa)
tone pattern (DL-larja
glleogunak ( <gi-laoa-nak ?)

(see above 3. 1. 1)

mbara- laoa

kanga-laija
As- Una
tur-laoa
Itl-laqa
marl-laoa
aya- laoa
adei-laoa
utuk-laoa/utuk-laoa

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

utuk-t6om-n0i)

(utuk)

(utuk)
")

")

")

")

")

")

bar-nanin
kar)-aniQ

as-nanlo
tur-nanio
it i-nanii)

mari-nanio
aya-nanlo
ad£i-nanlQ

20 utuk-naniq/utuk utuk/utuk utuk-ata (ganirj) mbara
26 utuk utuk mbara gan toola iti

30 utuk utuk gane karj/utuk utuk-ata <ganlo> kao
31 utuk utuk-ata (gane) kao dole t6o
32 utuk utuk-ata (gane) kao dole mbara
33 " M M

* kao
34 H H " " as
35 H M M M M H tur
36 " " M M " "iti
37 " " M " " M marl
38 " u aya
39 « m h ade {

40 utuk utuk gane as/utuk utuk-ata as

100 mia (Arabic)
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7.2 One

There appear to be four distinct lexical Items In Masalit which are

used to render the English 'one, first, one each, eleven (ten plus one),

once*

.

7.2.1

ty&M/tooa (cardinal unit counters for 1 and 11 (ten-one-nflo) >

7.2.2

too (cardinal unit counter for 21, 31 etc., too comes final in the

construction; perhaps tototo 'reciprocally* is derived from too)

7.2.3

til 16 (used in distributive counting: 'once, one each')

7.2.4

gl (ordinal base -» glleftgOn&k 'first', see 3.1.1)

7.3 Cardinal number formation.

Cardinals 1-10 appear to be lexical units (and are similar to Maba,

Aiki and Kibet cardinals 1-10).

Cardinals 11-19 are formed by cardinal 10 followed by the cardinal

unit (all the unit's tones being high) followed by the suffix -nanii) <-

nui) for 11), For cardinals 12-19 the Initial 10 (utuk) may be omitted.

For cardinals greater than 19 the system seems to be very

cumbersome.

Of the particles set in bold I can at present only recognize dole

1 above' and toola ' it took' ; -ata could be the possessive suffix (?)

;

perhaps nanlQ/ganlq/gan/gane could be derived from a verb **an~anir), g**

though no such verb is attested (Doornbos gives \n~imn,n 'count', which

is the closest)

.

7,4 'Times' and distribution

Times (once, twice etc.) is rendered by J6 'feet, days' (sing, joqyi)
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qualified by the cardinal; distribution (1 by 1, 2 by 2, in ones, in

twos etc.) is rendered by the repetition of the cardinal (all tones high

except 1) with a downs tep between the two:



15 t 3 = 5 tuurnanin nao g*n£ kaao ttittitr-tn tur ukdsl

( 15 (?) (?) 3 dlvlde-lf 5 becomes)

7.5.3 Age

How old are you?

I am twenty

slnln-ta ngana-n-e

(year-s how-2S-copula)

utuknanlo-y~e

(twenty- lS-copula)

7,5.4 Hour time

What Is the time? saa ngana-y-e <Ar. saa' a 'hour, time')

(hour how-3S-copula)

(It Is) 3 o'clock saa kaan-(y-e>

(hour three-3S-copula)

Half past three saa kaao nus t-uka

(hour three half It-became)

Three fifteen saa kaao rub tuka (Ar. rub* 'quarter')

(hour three quarter it became)

Three ten saa kaao utuk tuka

(hour three ten It became)

Ten to three saa kaao utuk tuk-lnde

(time three ten it became-not)
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